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ABSTRACT
Technology has always been a double‐edged sword, ever since humans mastered fire
or the creation of stone tools.
Previously, advancements in material technology drove architectural innovation. Steel
allowed us to build higher than ever before, enabling the urban metropolis as we now
know it. The load‐bearing arch was previously the pinnacle of architectural technology.
A fundamental building component of centuries past now rendered irrelevant in
contemporary construction.
Emerging digital technologies are different; they present us with difficult moral and
ethical questions regarding their integration into society. Autonomous Unmanned
Aerial Vehicles [UAVs] are a controversial technology that boldly embodies many of our
concerns, challenging our notions of privacy, security and surveillance. Drones can
inflict unimaginable terror and oppression upon an entire population when weaponized.
Conversely, the same technology could provide incredible new efficiencies in
communications and distribution on a global scale.
In the very near‐future domestic drones will operate commercially, far beyond the
current confines of military applications. This creates a radically new social and spatial
condition. Our existing transportation infrastructures and our built environment will
have to evolve in response to wide spread integration of UAVs.
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PROLOGUE
Excerpt from ‘Programs and Manifestoes on 20th‐Century Architecture’ by Ulrich Conrads, 1964;
1950

Ludwig Mies van der Rohe:
Technology and Architecture
In 1932 Mies moved to Berlin with the teachers and students of
the Bauhaus and there continued it as a private institute. In July
1933 it was closed by the Gestapo. In summer 1937 Mies went
to the USA; in July 1938 he received an invitation to the Illinois
Institute of Technology [IIT] in Chicago and a little later was
commissioned to redesign the university campus. The first
buildings went up in the years 1942‐3. They introduced the
second great phase of his architecture. In 1950 Mies delivered
to the IIT the speech reproduced here.

Technology is rooted in the past. It dominates the present and tends into the future. It is a real
historical movement – one of the great movements which shape and represent their epoch. It
can be compared only with the classic discovery of man as a person, the Roman will to power,
and the religious movement of the Middle Ages. Technology is far more than a method; it is a
world in itself. As a method it is superior in almost every respect. But only where it is left to
itself, as in gigantic structures of engineering, there technology reveals its true nature. There it is
evident that it is not only a useful means, but that it is something, something in itself, something
that has a meaning and a powerful form – so powerful in fact, that it is not easy to name it. Is
that still technology or is it Architecture? And that may be the reason why some people are
convinced that architecture will be outmoded and replaced by technology. Such a conviction is
not based on clear thinking. The opposite happens. Wherever technology reaches its real
fulfilment, it transcends into architecture. It is true that architecture depends on facts, but its
real field of activity is in the realm of significance. I hope you will understand that architecture
has nothing to do with the inventions of forms. It is not a playground for children, young or old.
Architecture is the real battleground of the spirit. Architecture wrote the history of the epochs
and gave them their names. Architecture depends on its time. It is the crystallization of its inner
structure, the slow unfolding of its form. That is the reason why technology and architecture are
so closely related. Our real hope is that they will grow together, that someday the one will be
the expression of the other. Only then will we have an architecture worthy of its name:
Architecture as a true symbol of our time.1
p154

1

(Rohe 1964, 154)
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INTRODUCTION
Mies was speaking of the vast advancements in material and industrial technologies
that shaped modern civilization and the cities we currently inhabit. We are now
experiencing a different stage of technological evolution. Some call it the information
age, the digital age, the second machine age or third industrial revolution… We are now
living with increasingly intelligent technologies, far beyond the mechanical or physical
technological innovations in the past. Computational technologies are rapidly evolving,
with ever‐increasing capabilities. The impact of which has wide ripple‐like effects
throughout society. The overall sentiment remains true; these technologies define the
epoch we currently exist within, but our built environment has yet to fully adapt to our
new technical capabilities.
Unmanned‐Aerial‐Vehicles [UAVs] fully embody this progression. They are not only
GPS enabled, like many of our other smart devices today [phones, watches, cameras,
laptops, tablets…], they also have a unique ability to manipulate their location
autonomously.

This creates new potential uses – beyond the typical military

applications we are familiar with – for drones to be put to work.
This Thesis will examine the practical applications for UAVs specific to the practice of
architecture, propose future applications for this technology at the scale of the city and
discuss the social and spatial repercussions caused by the proliferation of UAV
technologies.
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“The future is but the obsolete in reverse”
‐

Vladimir Nabokov2

1984, 2001, 2015 is not simply a series of random 4‐digit numbers of increasing
magnitude.

They are in fact years, each with specific connotations and cultural

significance. Each framing many of the critical issues of our time;
1984:
Immediately one thinks of George Orwell’s 1949 novel Nineteen‐Eight‐Four, and his
dystopian vision of a future under an oppressive totalitarian big brother state. Naturally
we will be discussing surveillance in its many forms. Highlighting the paradoxical
relationship we have with digital technologies that both empower us while
simultaneously creating new vulnerabilities.
Coincidentally, this was the year that the world – the general public in so‐called
developed nations ‐ entered the digital age. With the release of the first mass‐marketed
personal computer [PC], the Macintosh 128k [the first to include a keyboard, mouse and
graphic interface3] made digital technologies more accessible. Though digital computers
had been around for several decades, this was affordable and compact enough for use
at home, outside of institutions and government research facilities.

This timely

coincidence was not lost on those at Macintosh. Tony Scott [director of Blade Runner]

2
3

(Nabokov 1952)
(Apple Inc. 2014)
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directed their debut commercial titled “1984” for Super Bowl XVIII4 with intentional
overt reference to Orwell’s novel.
2001:
2001 also has significance in the realm of science fiction, specifically to the work of
Stanley Kubrick and his 1968 film 2001: A Space Odyssey. HAL 9000 is a sentient
computer, meaning his artificial intelligence [AI] had progressed to the point where it
becomes self‐aware. This is a theme in science fiction commonly referred to as the
singularity.5 We will discuss intelligent technologies, mainly limited to their current
capabilities. We are still in many ways, far from creating the conscience machines
depicted in many futuristic tales of science fiction.

Our current technologies are

progressing at an amazing rate, increasing their computational power and functional
reach.

The continuing developments in computing will continue to impact our

economy, values and our daily lives.
11 September 2001 [9/11] is a date that is now infamous. It is a pivotal moment both
culturally and politically in the western world. To such an extent that when discussing
security and surveillance issues, 9/11 is often used as a temporal datum point where all
events are by definition pre‐ or post‐9/11. The events of that day changed many of our
government’s policies and the way we secure public spaces, institutional buildings and
infrastructure from potential threats. This has incredible spatial implications and the
cultural impacts are still prevalent in how our contemporary society functions.
4
5

(Coulson 2009)
(Dagenais 2013, 184)
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2015:
When discussing technology, one often draws comparisons with examples in science
fiction. Where yet to be realized technologies are common place. These futuristic
technologies can be better representations of the desires from that time period, than
they are of accurate predictions of future innovation. Though, there are consistent
themes that currently escape our current reach; the ability to control time, extend life,
evade death, or overcome gravity. This reference is meant to be slightly tongue‐in‐
cheek, but one staple archetype in science fiction is that of the flying car.
Popular‐culture icons like Doc Brown’s DeLorean in the final sequence of Back to the
Future;
“Roads? Where we’re going, we don’t need roads?”6
‐

Dr. Emmett Brown,

This is the foundation for Part II, where in the future [2015, of course] all cars are
outfitted with hover conversions. We are not on the verge of making this a reality
anytime soon, nor is it suggested we should. It is also unlikely that this was a legitimate
anticipation of what the year 2015 would entail.
We have all – for a moment at least ‐ dreamt of this hypothetical and admittedly
unrealistic future. But what if we simply got the archetype wrong? We now have
computers and sensors that can outperform humans in many ways. The flying car trope
has many downfalls, and the human pilot is at the center of it. Removing us from the
6

(Fox and Lloyd 1985)

6
equation affords some intriguing benefits. We can remain safely on the ground. The
now pilotless flying car [UAV] can now be; considerably smaller, lighter, and more
efficient. Of course we are not going to replace automobiles with UAVs anytime soon,
but what if we could implement a virtual network of UAVs to supplement existing
transportation infrastructures. We already have the technologies required in isolation,
with exception of a few.

Will we see our daily transportation networks expand

vertically, the way our buildings have done in the past?
We are on the verge of seeing UAVs ‐ typically referred to as drones ‐ used domestically
for civilian and commercial purposes. This is a new breed of aerial vehicle, with
impressive capabilities. The technology is racing ahead of existing laws and regulations
regarding controlled airspace. In the United States, the Federal Aviation Administration
[FAA] has a target deadline to release preliminary regulations in 2015 to address the
integration of UAVs into public airspace.7 This particular technology has many social
and spatial implications; on‐going discussion is needed to examine potential utility as
the technology progresses.
It is also important to note that 2015 is not meant to be a literal date or year. There is
a good chance that the FAA will not meet their 2015 target.8 Changing the status quo
will take time. Many new technologies are met with fierce resistance and opposition.
Will the benefits provided be able to sway the tide of public opinion and those in
positions of power?

7
8

(FAA 2013)
(Whitlock 2014)
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1984
Technophobic or technophile, various technologies are undoubtedly deeply rooted in
your daily experience and our contemporary society. As Francine Dagenais writes “We
are emerging from a long era of individuality that took hold during the Renaissance . . .
Increasingly, we are being immersed in an era of the collective, in which a constantly
interconnected hive of distributed humans is jacked into a multipartite, virtual,
ubiquitous network composed of text‐ and voice‐based devices that drive social media
and the Internet, a hive.”12 This level of interconnectivity and networking capabilities
are unique to the 21st century. Reaching farther than that of radio and television had
done throughout the 20th century.
Yevegeny Zamyatin’s We [1924], Huxley’s Brave New World [1932], Orwell’s Nineteen‐
Eighty‐Four [1949] and Kurt Vonnegut Junior’s Player Piano [1952] all depict dystopian
society with repressive regimes and extreme automation that form a rift between social
classes; the managers and the managed, the designers and the followers. This was a
response to previous overreach of global powers, where technology became a tool of
oppression. None of these authors could have anticipated the internet and the global
influence it has had. An interesting dichotomy has emerged. Our dependence on digital
technologies in a way enables the discrete widespread dragnet surveillance of
populations; while simultaneously liberating the individual in ways never seen before.

12

(Dagenais 2013, 185)

9
Architect Michael Sorkin describes the dystopian literary tradition as “the most telling
medium for the projective imagination of city life . . . that anticipate[s] the paranoid,
militarized, character of this contemporary space.”13 Prior to the digital revolution we
are currently experiencing, new building methods facilitated building higher,
increasingly dense communities. Sorkin emphasizes that “The fallacy lies in the . . .
notion of technology’s neutrality, in the idea that, if treated properly, Big Brother can be
a helpful guy”.14 This was in response to previous failed‐attempts in Chicago and New
York that result in the formation of vertical ghettos, an unintentional dystopian
consequence of a modern technology. Though technologies are neutral in isolation,
they rarely maintain this neutrality throughout their implementation.

Digital Epoch and Moore’s Law
Paul Baran was a notable Polish‐American engineer.

One of two independent

inventors of packet switched computer networking15 in the early 1960s, a critical
development that evolved later into our current digital communication networks. In
1967, Baron wrote an essay titled The Future Computer Utility.16
“Our home computer console will be used to send and receive messages—like
telegrams. We could check to see whether the local department store has the
advertised sports shirt in stock in the desired color and size. We could ask when
delivery would be guaranteed, if we ordered. The information would be up‐to‐the‐
minute and accurate. We could pay our bills and compute our taxes via the console.
We would ask questions and receive answers from ‘information banks’—automated

13

(Sorkin 2008, x)
(Ibid, xiii)
15
(Harris 2009)
16
(Baran 1967)
14

10
versions of today’s libraries. We would obtain up‐to‐the‐minute listing of all television
and radio programs . . . The computer could, itself, send a message to remind us of an
impending anniversary and save us from the disastrous consequences of forgetfulness.
...
Highly sensitive personal and important business information will be stored in many of
the contemplated systems . . . At present, nothing more than trust — or, at best, a lack
of technical sophistication — stands in the way of a would‐be eavesdropper . . . Today
we lack the mechanisms to insure adequate safeguards. Because of the difficulty in
rebuilding complex systems to incorporate safeguards at a later date, it appears
desirable to anticipate these problems.”17

Not only was the vast potential of these systems apparent, but so were the inherent
security issues present in them. Baran envisioned how networked computing would
revolutionize how we did the things we already do: research, shop, educate, and
entertain ourselves.

While simultaneously enabling espionage, surveillance, and

voyeurism.18
The scale of advancements made in recent decades is nearly unfathomable. There are
several simplified models used to illustrate this rapid progression in technological
development. One common reference model is known as Moore’s Law; first proposed
in an Electronics Magazine article in 1965 by Gordon Moore, the co‐founder of
microprocessor manufacturer Intel Corporation. 19,20,21
The concept was simple, the number of transistors on a minimum‐cost integrated
circuit would continue to double every 2 years. 22,23,24 The timeline varies depending on

17

(Baran 1967, 78)
(Morozov, The Real Privacy Problem 2013)
19
(Moore n.d.)
20
(SciShow 2014)
21
(Erik Brynjolfsson, Race Against the Machine 2011, 18)
22
(Moore n.d.)
23
(SciShow 2014)
24
(Intel Corporation 2012)
18
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the source and how the doubling is measured ‐ sometimes as rapid as 12 or 18
months.25 This law remained true for the next 40 years. Integrated circuits had roughly
2,300 transistors in 1972 and over 300 million by 2006.26 The exact timeline is less
important that the notion that this doubling has occurred both quickly and reliably in
the past.27 Peter Singer is a drone and robotics expert at the Brookings Institute;
postulates that if this trend continues, within 25 years available technology will be 1
billion times more powerful than it is today.28 An optimistic view of never ending
exponential growth, but is this level of progression able to sustain itself?
At present, we are beginning to witness a plateau when it comes to the original
definition of Moore’s Law.29 The 3rd Generation Intel® Core™ processor [2012] has 1.4
billion transistors with only 22nm separating each.30 A nanometer [nm] is on billionth of
a meter. There are two major obstacles to overcome if this trend is to continue. The
first is dissipating the heat generated by these hyper efficient chips. The second and
more problematic is the implication of quantum mechanics. We are nearing a limitation
on a molecular scale. If the transistors get any smaller or closer together, a few stray
atoms could ruin a chip. If we continue to build with smaller thresholds, quantum
tunneling begins to enter the equation. This is when electrons could leap across the

25

(Erik Brynjolfsson, Race Against the Machine 2011, 18)
(SciShow 2014)
27
(Erik Brynjolfsson, Race Against the Machine 2011, 18)
28
(Rise of the Drones 2012)
29
(SciShow 2014)
30
(Intel Corporation 2012)
26
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switches gap [a transistor is essentially an incredibly small electrical switch] resulting in
corrupted data sets, making chips simultaneously unreliable and more expensive.31
Fortunately there are many variations of Moore’s Law that can help compensate for
this possible plateau. Erik Brynjolfsson and Andrew McAfee, co‐authors of both Race
Against the Machine and The Second Machine Age note that software is also progressing
at a similar rate;
“Computer scientist Martin Grötschel analyzed the speed with which a standard
optimization problem could be solved by computers over the period 1988‐2003. He
documented a 43 million fold improvement, which he broke down into two factors;
faster processors and better algorithms embedded in software. Processor speeds
improved by a factor 1,000, but these gains were dwarfed by the algorithms, which got
43,000 times better over the same period.”32

The astounding number of processes capable by modern computers is so large that
they generally escape our comprehension, they become abstractions of themselves. To
help visualize the entirety of the information currently at our fingertips via the internet;
Randall Munroe [author of ‘What If?’] is dedicated to illustrating “serious scientific
answers to absurd hypothetical questions.”33

Munroe calculates the approximate

number of punch cards [used before integrated circuits] required to store all the
information stored in Google’s data centers globally, an estimated 15 Exabytes
[15,000,000,000,000,000,000 bytes] of information. The result is astounding. This many
punch cards would cover the entirety of New England [slightly less than 200,000km2]
with a depth of 4.5km. During the last ice‐age, the glacier in that region was only 1/3
31

(SciShow 2014)
(Erik Brynjolfsson, Race Against the Machine 2011, 18)
33
(Munroe, What If? 2012‐2014)
32
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that height.34 Our digital technologies have allowed civilization to progress to levels far
beyond what was previously theorized.
The second relevant concept for understanding the power of Moore’s Law goes
beyond the gargantuan amount of processes modern computers can perform; it is the
non‐linear pace at which we experience these changes, defying our linear collective
instincts.35 Brynjolfsson and McAfee reference controversial futurist and transhumanist
Ray Kurzweil for the following mathematical anecdote. Regardless if you agree with
Kurzweil’s unconventional visions of the future, he has an intriguing track record as an
inventor that is worth mentioning. He is responsible for “the first CCD flatbed scanner,
the first omni‐font optical character recognition . . . the first text‐to‐speech synthesizer,
and the first commercially marketed large‐vocabulary speech recognition”36 among
others. Many of which are technologies we now take for granted and that were
unimaginable prior to being realized. Recently, Google appointed Kurzweil as their
Director of Engineering in 2012.37 With that said, the anecdote is not as controversial as
the man who originally presents it in his book The Age of Spiritual Machines: When
Computers Exceed Human Intelligence. It is a simplified demonstration of how our
linear expectations can be fooled by a constant doubling mechanism, an example of
exponential growth.

34

(Munroe, Google's Datacenters on Punch Cards 2012‐2014)
(Erik Brynjolfsson, Race Against the Machine 2011, 18‐19)
36
(Kurzweil Accelerating Intelligence 2014)
37
(Ibid)
35
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In this legend, a king or emperor is introduced to the game of chess by its inventor. He
is so pleased with the game that he allows the inventor to name his reward for such a
creation. The inventor proposes to be paid in grains of rice. The amount of grains
determined numerically by placing a single grain on the first square of the chess board;
then two grains on the second and four grains on the third and so on. Each following
square requiring double the quantity of rice as the previous square. The king agrees to
the terms before realizing the sum of the final payment. A chess board has 64 tiles. The
total grains of rice would equal 264‐1, a number so enormous that the king would need a
pile of rice the size of Mount Everest to honour the terms reached.38
“Exponential growth confounds our intuition and expectations. It accelerates far
past linear growth, yielding Everest‐sized piles of rice and computers that can
accomplish previously impossible tasks.”39
‐ Erik Brynjolfsson and Andrew McAfee
Kevin Kelly is another digital visionary in the tech field, currently the Executive Editor of
Wired had this to say during a 2007 lecture titled the next 5,000 days of the web;
“First lesson of the web: [We] have to get better in believing the impossible because we
are unprepared for it.”40

The internet as we knew it in 2007 was less than 5,000 days old. The lecture was about
how the World Wide Web demonstrated that things ‐ at the time – impossible in theory,

38

(Erik Brynjolfsson, Race Against the Machine 2011, 18‐19) original source: (Kurzweil 2000)
(Ibid, 19)
40
(Kelly 2007)
39
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were in fact possible in practice, citing the Internet and Wikipedia as successful
examples.41
Cautious‐optimism is required when dealing with the coming unknown. There are
good reasons to be skeptical moving forward. As deeply integrated as the Internet is
now, there are vulnerabilities that if left unchecked could threaten the system in its
entirety. Dr. Markus Jakobsson is a computer security researcher, Principal Scientist of
Consumer Security for PayPal and author of the Death of the Internet. Generally the
internet is perceived to provide a net‐benefit for a given population. The unfettered
access to information previously inaccessible is incredibly beneficial.

Less often

discussed publicly are the dark sides to the internet that many are not fully aware of.
INTERPOL acknowledges that “Cybercrime is a fast‐growing area of crime. More and
more criminals are exploiting the speed, convenience and anonymity of the Internet to
commit a diverse range of criminal activities that know no borders, either physical or
virtual.”42 The cost to the global economy is estimated to be between $375‐575 billion
annually.43 Even the most conservative of estimates is still larger than many countries
national income.44 Companies and governments can underestimate the risks they face
and how fast those risks can quickly grow.
Jakobsson discusses the paradoxical nature of encryption. As it helps you fend off
attacks, it is also aiding criminal activities by avoiding detection. An example comes in
41

(Kelly 2007)
(INTERPOL 2014)
43
(Center for Strategic and International Studies 2014)
44
(Ibid)
42
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the form of ransomeware. An attack that steals vital or sensitive data, encrypts those
files on infected computers and offers a decryption key for a price.45 In essence, digital
terrorism is easily committed and we are all vulnerable to such attacks.46 Sever enough
attack have the potential to send shockwaves throughout society.47
“Computer scientists often mistakenly believe that computer security is all about
computers. It is not. It is often also about computers being used – and misused – by
humans. If we do not understand the true nature of a problem – or ignore the human
aspect of it – then we are unlikely to be able to develop meaningful
countermeasures.”48
‐ Markus Jakobsson

“One begins to think differently about tools when one notices that the tools include
persons as functioning parts” according to Langdon Winner.49 Humans are often the
weakest link when it comes to securing our technologies.

For this reason, the

proliferation of the Smartphone globally, exacerbates the problem. By the end of 2012
the global population surpassed 7 billion, with the mobile subscriber base approaching
4.8 billion.50 Granted only a percentage of these subscribers will have internet‐enabled
mobile devices; we have demanding expectations of functionality and performance.
“So smartphones are not just phones. But at the same time, they are not just small
computers that are used to make calls. They have limited battery resources, which
makes some software ‐ and security software in particular ‐ potentially unsuitable.”51
‐ Markus Jakobsson

45

(Jakobsson 2012, 186)
(Ibid, 5)
47
(Ibid, 4)
48
(Ibid, 7)
49
(Wombell 2013, 13) original source: (Winner 177, 202)
50
(Jakobsson 2012, 187)
51
(Ibid, 169)
46
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Leaving us vulnerable and unaware of the threats we face without certain safeguards in
place.
Markus Jakobsson is not a lone technological skeptic on these issues. An outspoken
figure in the tech industry is Evgeny Morozov52 author the Net Delusion: The Dark Side of
Internet Freedom53 and To Save Everything, Click Here: The Folly of Technological
Solutionism.54
“Depending on whom you ask, Evgeny Morozov is either the most astute, feared, loathed, or
useless writer about digital technology working today.”55
‐ Michael Meyer
[Columbia Journalism Review]

Meyer continues “Neither technophile nor technophobe, he’s frequently described as
“Silicon Valley’s fiercest critic.” But like the rest of us, he checks his late‐model iPhone
during pauses in conversation.”56 Morozov claims his work is really an attempt to
integrate technology into the broader discussions we have surrounding economics,
politics and culture.57 Often technology is presented in black or white terms and in
isolation. On opposing ends of the spectrum are the marketers promoting a new
technology, and on the other is the fear mongering of those resistant to change. Reality
is rarely if ever this polarized, the debate needs to continue between these opposing
ideologies. An example would be companies like Uber that transform a city’s taxi
service. When discussed purely in digital terms; it makes perfect sense. But when you
52
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analyze this scenario in a broader context, it is complicated by the lack regulations and
the rights of licensed cab drivers.58 This doesn’t even hit on the topic of driverless cars
that we will discuss in a later section. There are countless examples that demonstrate
the virtues of each side of the argument. Clearly they both can’t be right.
Big Data is a term used broadly to describe vast collection of extremely large data sets
for the purpose of analysis. This data is generated online, or by the many devices we
interact with on a daily basis. Big data analytics reveals patterns that can be used to
create efficiencies previously beyond our perception. Crowdsourcing GPS data from
mobile phones allows the monitoring and prediction of traffic patterns, but this data
could also determine how fast an individual is traveling and track their destinations.59
When viewed at different scales, the information appears incredibly useful or invasive.
Morozov writes “You think about Big Pharma, Big Oil . . . The mere fact that we use the
term ‘big’ to talk about them means we’ve figured out that they probably have [self]
interests that diverge from those of the public. Nobody uses the term ‘big data’ in that
sense [currently]”.60
“Too little privacy can endanger democracy. But so can too much privacy.”61
‐ Evgeny Morozov
[MIT Technology Review]

Hindsight is always 20‐20. This is especially true when dealing with groundbreaking
technological innovations. It is impossible to accurately predict the overall impact such
58
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manifestations have on society.

The technology often out paces the laws and

regulations; this allows unchallenged overreach that is difficult to rein in after inception.
Morozov describes his desire to “erase the decade we lost and return to the utopia of
the 1980s and 1990s by passing stricter laws, giving users more control, and building
better encryption tools!” Back to the digital utopia; present prior to the colonization of
the pristine digital landscape by Google, Facebook, and before the vast acceleration of
NSA surveillance post‐9/11.62
These issues will be impossible to fully resolve, but the debate needs to expand. We
cannot continue to analysis technology in a vacuum. The implications can be wide
spread throughout any and all aspect of our lives. The concern is that “This is the future
we are sleepwalking into. Everything seems to work, and things might even be getting
better—it’s just that we don’t know exactly why or how.”63 These technologies will
continue to develop, but it is an open question if our forethought, regulations,
safeguards can keep up.
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Surveillance
“Some villagers in Sikhim betrayed a lively horror and hid away whenever the lens of a
camera, or “the evil eye of the box” as they called it, was turned on them. They thought
it took away their souls with their pictures, and so put it in the power of the owner of
the pictures to cast spells on them, and they alleged that the photograph of the scenery
blighted the landscape.”64
‐ L.A. Waddell, 1899

The principals of the camera obscura have been known for millennia, but the feat of
freezing and retaining the optically projected image wasn’t resolved until 1826 by
Nicéphore Niépce [1765‐1833].65 The French inventor’s eight‐hour exposure of an
image was preserved on a sheet of pewter, coated with bitumen and lavender oil.66
Photography was born, and debate continues today – nearly 200 years later ‐ about its
role and place within society. The ability to seemingly freeze time in place has far
reaching implications. The ability to record, document and disseminate images has truly
changed the world, only compounded by the ability to distribute these images
instantaneously on a global scale via the World Wide Web.
The camera is more than simply an extension of human sight; into places where we
cannot travel due to distance, danger or time.67 It forms a new relationship between
the photographer and everything caught by the gaze of the cameras lens.

This

voyeuristic relationship can now be exploited, creating a certain control over the
subject. This is at its core, the nature of surveillance. Perhaps this control is what the
villagers in Sikhim were acutely aware of; the profound relationship between humans
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no corner of earth unseen and the mental life that they produce.”72 The plan was
elegant, efficient and purely functional. A ring of individual prison cells radiating around
a central observation tower at its core.73,74 Without any corners, hallways or walls,
there was nowhere for the prisoners to hide. The prisoners had to live under constant
supervision by authorities, or did they?
“The genius of the panoptic scheme lay less in the efficient supervisory geometry than in
[the] invisibility of the eyes at its center. Once the prisoners had been inculcated with
the idea of their perpetual exposure, the prison could function even when the guard
was absent. Persuaded that there was no escape from the gaze of authority, prisoners
internalized the means of their own repression and behaved as if they were being
watched, even without any concrete evidence that they were.”75
‐ Michael Sorkin

The layout allowed the central tower to be enclosed in glass, the interior darkened to
cloak the guard’s whereabouts. Unable to determine if and where the guards were on
post. The design disconnects the physical presence of guards from the act of being
directly surveilled; enabling fewer guards to monitor larger inmate populations within
the system. The belief that you might be under the watch of the guards was enough to
subconsciously impose a level of self‐discipline, making the inmates active components
in their own supervision.76
Canada’s oldest prison, Kingston Penitentiary is a variation of the panoptic
configuration.77 Four cell‐blocks ‐ or wings ‐ radiate outwards from a central lobby.
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Though the guards cannot see into each cell individually, they can see down each wing
allowing the monitoring of even larger inmate populations in a single institution.
The brilliance of Foucault was positioning the Panopticon at the historical precipice
between modern era and all that came before it.78 For Foucault, the modern prison was
the equivalent of the factory for Karl Marx as the epitome of modernity.79 Prior to this
passive alteration of behaviour, it was common place to assault, torture and execute
criminals.

The past system was vengeful and not designed to rehabilitate those

incarcerated.
“Thus, at a stroke, it dispensed with the straightjacket in the asylum, the shackles in the
prison, and the personal tyranny of the workhouse master. The Panopticon was an
impersonal, automatic machine, appropriate to modernity.” 80
‐ David Lyon

Soon after the successes of the Panopticon were proven, many institutions began to
implement similar principles. Schools, factories, and hospitals were among those that
adopted these new architectural ideals.81
The effectiveness of the Panopticon was fundamental in the formation of what many
describe as moral architecture. David Lyon directs the Surveillance Studies Centre and is
a professor of sociology and law at Queen’s University in Kingston, Ontario. Lyon has
written extensively about surveillance and how we’ve moved past the panoptic model.
The advancements in contemporary surveillance systems like closed circuit television
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cameras [CCTV] and motion activated digital recording systems extend the reach of the
panoptic scenario without the rigid limitation of the architectural form.
How does this voyeuristic relationship change when expanded beyond the walls of the
prison and into the public realm? What if the voyeur is no longer human, but machine
instead? The streets of London in the United Kingdom have been the central focus of
this discussion about big brother for several decades now, due to the wide spread
installation of CCTV monitoring.
It is important to note a possible reason for initial [not immediate] acceptance of CCTV
cameras in the late 80s and early 90s, prior to the digitization of these systems.82 In the
age of magnetic tapes and film, an interesting paradox was developing. Similar to the
altering of a prisoner’s behaviour, through passive coercion; they were marketed as
crime deterrents in public space, by recording the culprits in the event of a crime.83,84
Conversely the proliferation of the then semi‐analog system meant the creation of far
too much data, more than could be realistically sifted through. The resulting utility was
limited to reacting to a crime, rather than the intended pre‐emptive deterrent of crime.
This was a common revelation at the time. The following is a quote from David Lyon in
1994 highlighting this scenario;
“Claims of technological takeover such as these rely upon a curious denial of human
agency, attention to which requires us to consider other casual factors that may render
it altogether less powerful than at first appears. The terrifying technological possibility
of total surveillance, promised for example by CCTV, may be undermined by the less
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exciting actuality that no one is watching or, at least, that no one is watching all the
time”85

This sentiment predates the vast improvements and impact the internet has had. Long
before the evolution of cloud‐computing and massive digital storage capabilities. The
paradox is not rendered obsolete with these innovations; opinions are instead both
reinforced and polarized.86

We now can record and store exponentially more

information, but also have the capability to access virtually all of it instantaneously.
With the aid of digital algorithmic tools – like facial recognition ‐ we can filter massive
quantities of this information in real‐time without an army of human eyes performing
the analysis. The ease of access to the digital camera has assisted what Lyon later
describes as the transition from moral architecture to unfettered electronic
surveillance.87
These forms of optical surveillance, in the form of video monitoring represent the
emergence of technologies of [in]security. This technology represents a loss of trust in
the general population, no one is beyond suspicion.88

Producing a paradoxical

relationship, where the untrusting state requests that the public trust in them, as they
expand the surveillance apparatus.89
“Conformity and uniformity may increase – squashing diversity, innovation, and vitality.”90
‐ Gary T. Marx
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Beyond the gaze of CCTV and optical surveillance systems, we now have technologies
that can detect and surveil beyond line‐of‐sight on a nearly global scale. Technologies
like GPS [global positioning systems] and later GSM [Global System for Mobile
communications] are geolocation systems originally developed by the US military to gain
strategic advantages during the cold war.91 These were quickly adapted to improve the
safety and efficiency of our commercial air and marine traffic systems.92 The successes
of GPS prompted the expansion of its use into other fields. Monitoring criminal’s
locations on probation was now possible; eventually evolving into the GPS enabled
devices we all now have in our cars, computers and phones that provide maps and
directions in unfamiliar territory. Though not yet perfect, there is theoretically no hiding
within such a global system. Previously we could relocate beyond the field of view of
the camera; now the objects we use [cars, computers, and phones] have become the
tools of surveillance.93
Our attitudes are changing concerning these various forms of technologies as they
become normalized. We know that there is often potential for over reach by those with
access to the data, but there is a disconnect within our perception of the act of
surveillance. Similar to the tower in the Panopticon, the voyeur is watching remotely,
out of sight. Electronic forms of surveillance reproduce many of Foucault’s criteria for
Bantheamite Panopticism.94 The presence of the voyeur – digital or human – is both
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invisible and unverifiable; David Lyon poses the question “Is this the Panopticon,
electronically recycled”95 or is it something else entirely?
25 years ago [1989] Tim Berners‐Lee essentially invented the World Wide Web. The
growth of global access to the Web is astounding. Only 5% of the global population was
online in the year 2000, 17% by 2007 and current estimates hover around 40% globally
today in 2014.96

Today, the tremendous technical power of computers and

telecommunications is used to process and analyse personal data on a scale undreamed
of by Bentham and Foucault.97 Police can run instant checks on people. Every time you
purchase with a credit card, or visit the doctor your personal data is stored, accessed
and updated in these virtual information banks.98 We leave personalized data‐trails
everywhere we go.
This is changing the role of the Guard in the Panopticon’s Tower from one of authority,
to that of a marketer. Immense power is now in the hands of organizations outside of
the government. Private corporations are now able to perform analysis via Big Data to
predict trends and track spending habits. It begins as targeted, personalized emails and
advertisements, but can balloon into what many in the tech industry describe as filter‐
bubbles. The creation of a digital isolation based on previously tracked activity;
“Granted, consumer ‘choices’ are often a commercially‐engineered mirage, and granted,
our preferences have been unwittingly disclosed to marketers to a discomforting degree
[that is, discomforting when we know it]; nonetheless, the social order of consumer
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society is not carceral in the sense that the Panopticon was. Today we are seduced into
conformity, not coerced into compliance.” 99
‐ David Lyon

Theses virtual forms of surveillance are particularly problematic to address because
there is no tangible or material solution to curb their spread. Only regulation, legislation
and consumer countermeasures can be taken to avoid and restrict their use. Due to
this, there is limited impact on our built environment when compared to the affect they
have on our behaviour.
Photographic technologies remain central to this debate. It is nearly impossible to buy
a mobile phone, tablet or laptop that does not have an imbedded camera. This has lead
to an interesting reversal in the way public space is monitored. The small size and sheer
number of cameras in people’s possession has democratized surveillance. The notions
of ‘top‐down’ hierarchies of surveillance are breaking down, as is the binary moral
opposition between good and bad, the public and the authorities.100 The current reality
provides no assurances of privacy in the public realm as nearly anyone, anywhere has
the ability to record you activities.
Google Street View101 is a recent example that raises concerns around the issue of
privacy in public. Since its launch in 2007, Street View has been the focus of much
controversy.102 Google has a fleet of vehicles roaming the earth with roof mounted
cameras. Taking full 360° panoramic images tagged with geospatial data that reference
99
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where the photos were taken. These can then be embedded into other platforms like
Google Maps103 and Google Earth.104 Allowing anyone to virtually inhabit and navigate
through the streets remotely.
Melissa Miles is an art historian that has written extensively about photography and its
historical entanglement with privacy in public. As part to the Peter Wombell’s 20143
exhibit Drone: the Automated Image, she wrote an essay titled Privacy in Google Street:
Webcams, Street View, and the Transformation of Photography and Privacy in Public
highlighting many of these concerns.
Google Street View has been met with some resistance. In 2009, concerned residents
of Broughton, a village in Buckinghamshire, United Kingdom blocked the Google Street
View vehicle from entering their town.105 The residents of the town were concern
about the possible invasion of privacy that could occur. This reaction in the UK is quite
odd, where an estimated 1.85 million CCTV cameras watch over the streets and public
spaces every day.106 Similarly, the small private gated community of North Oaks,
Minnesota successfully banned Street View on the grounds of trespassing; as a result
the town was subsequently erased from the application altogether in 2008.107
Photography has long traversed the perceived boundary between the public and
private realms.108 There is a growing trend in the US where private property rights are
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conflated with the definition of personal privacy as “the right to be left alone”.109,110
Google’s response to these claims are that Street View “is no different from what you
might see driving or walking down the street”.111 Google has made some modification
to ease concerns, by enabling requests to blur out private property if desired. Software
also automatically blurs people’s faces and licence plates on vehicles prior to
publication.112
“If we stop struggling to fix photography’s fraught relationship with privacy and
acknowledge that privacy is intimately tied to the construction of certain social norms
and values, debate can be shifted away from specific technologies and toward the
deeper social and cultural anxieties that lie at the heart of these controversies.”113
‐ Melissa Miles

Privacy is a very complex set of ideas and expectations that may differ between
cultural contexts.

It is interesting that tensions around public photography and

surveillance continue to rise; even in an era where people frequently upload photos to
social media platforms, sharing “the most intimate parts of their lives.”114
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2001
At 8:45 a.m. on the 11th of September 2001 an American Airlines Boeing 767 crashed
into the north tower of the World Trade Centers in New York City.115 Initially thought to
be a freak accident, but only 18 minutes later a second Boeing 767‐United Airlines 175
crashed into the 60th floor of the south tower.116 The events of that day are still fresh in
our collective minds. The horrific images broadcast live around the world, with a
bewildered audience unable to fathom the lasting impact of the events they were
witness to.
These attacks were – in part – justification for governments worldwide to redesign
policies regarding public and national security. The result was a global boost to the
current surveillance apparatus, and the creation of entirely new programs of
surveillance. Horrific tragedies and attacks on governments or civilian populations have
happened countless times before.

But it was our newly available multi‐media

technologies that amplified the impact on a global scale.
As our technologies progress, we face new threats that were previously unimaginable.
We are tasked with simultaneously developing new methods to detect and prevent such
threats. Mitigating the risks we face regardless if there is any imminent danger, as
falling very far behind could have catastrophic repercussions. We already rely heavily
on digital technologies to manage critical systems. How are emerging technologies
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going to be integrated into society? How can we possibly all benefit? What unforeseen
threats will we face?

Post‐9/11
“Now, I am become Death, the destroyer of worlds."117,118,i
‐J. Robert Oppenheimer

We do not have to look very far into our past to find an example of new technology
having a tragic impact on civilization. On the 16th of July 1945, the 20 kiloton Trinity
device detonated in the New Mexico desert. It was the first successful test of a nuclear
weapon. Oppenheimer later famously recalled thinking of the above passage from the
Hindu text Bhagavad Gita immediately after seeing the first explosion.119 Oppenheimer
was one of the chief scientists that oversaw the development of the United States
nuclear program.
This monumental technological achievement was a critical stepping stone towards the
deployment of nuclear weapons by the United States over Japan. Exactly 3 weeks later
on the 6th of August 1945 the Enola Gay dropped a bomb codenamed Little Boy over
Hiroshima, Japan.120,121 3 days later the second bomb – Fat Man – was dropped over
Nagasaki on the 9th of August.122,123 A combined estimate of over 150,000 people were
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Ordinary objects were subsequently brought under suspicion; luggage, backpacks, cars,
vans and even water bottles have since been called into question.132
Post‐9/11 we have seen a dramatic surge in surveillance technologies, exacerbated by
our recent ability to make these devices and systems smaller and more powerful.133
Security checkpoints permeate our built environment. From schools and libraries to
prisons, from courthouses to border posts, all these checkpoints filter the traffic through
them.134 Even with all of these systems in place, is it possible to rely on them to quell
our insecurities?135
Beyond the surveillance technologies we also began to see the raise of what Trevor
Boddy calls Passive‐Aggressive Urban Design,136 defensive architectures that scatter the
urban landscape; blast barriers, public set‐backs, cameras, police dogs, even drones and
satellites monitoring overhead.137
The United States Embassy in Ottawa by David Childs is a prime example of this new
defensive mentality. Fears sparked long before 9/11 and can be traced back to the US
embassy bombings in Beirut in 1983.138

The embassy – in Ottawa ‐ is located

downtown, situated between two busy streets. To the east along Sussex Drive, dozens
of bollards line the curbside. This is to prevent vehicles from mounting the sidewalk,
and setting off a car bomb next to the building. To the West is MacKenzie Avenue,
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where an entire lane has been permanently closed to vehicle traffic for the same
reason. The US State Department originally wanted a more isolated site in Rockcliffe
Park. Trevor Boddy proposes that they were shamed into accepting the downtown
location due to the recent completion of the Canadian Embassy on Pennsylvania Avenue
by Arthur Ericson.139 Instead of a welcoming embassy, the result is a militarized,
fortified base in the heart of downtown.
The Canadian Government has made a conscious decision to increase our own security,
but in a Canadian way where possible. Parliament Hill is a perfect example of this
ambition; a stark contrast to the White House compound in the US. The grounds are
open to the public, but no longer to public vehicle traffic.
In April of 1989 Charles Yacoub hijacked a Greyhound coach bus bound for New York
City and parked it in front of the Peace Tower. The hostage situation was eventually
resolved, but public vehicular access to the hill was then permanently suspended.140
Large precast concrete blocks were places at the vehicle entrances soon after and
remained in place for nearly 14 years [see fig005]. Eventually the driveways were
landscaped and infill walls would permanently erase the old vehicular entrances [see
fig006].ii
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as we are aware of this, we can anticipate threats in different ways. Does this mean the
hill should be closed to pedestrian traffic as well? No, but we do have to draw a line
somewhere. This is where the USA and Canada differs, if only slightly.
There will always be threats we cannot adequately prepare for. According to Boddy
“The pedestrian suicide bomber confounds all of this research and design innovation
aimed almost entirely to date at stopping car and truck bombs. There is no strategy for
the physical design of public building and public spaces that can discourage, never‐mind
prevent, a determined suicide bomber, acting alone.”142 Likewise, kamikaze airplanes
are a threat we cannot reasonably prevent through architecture alone, unless we are to
live in uninhabitable bunkers of ludicrous expense.143
Note: This thesis was presented in September 2014, a month prior to the shootings that
occurred on October 22nd of 2014. Corporal Nathan Cirillo was fatally shot while on
guard at the Tomb of the Unknown Soldier. Cirillo was a sentry from the Ceremonial
Guard posted at the National War Memorial located across from Parliament Hill. RCMP
officers killed the lone gunman.
We see new laws passed in an effort to improve security after 9/11. The controversial
Uniting and Strengthening America by Providing Appropriate Tools Required to Intercept
and Obstruct Terrorism Act, better known as the USA Patriot Act is the most notable;
due to its rapid deployment after 9/11 and it’s far reaching implications beyond the
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United States national borders.144 Organizations like the ACLU have criticized the Patriot
Act because the terminology is not clearly defined.

Section 2.15 authorizes the

government to obtain all tangible things relevant to a terrorism investigation.145 This
has lead to what is known as mass‐warrantless‐wiretapping of the population.146 The
vague language in the act has been used to justify several other covert programs of
mass surveillance that have recently been exposed to the public.
Programs like Bullrun in the USA and Edgehill in the UK are decryption programs that
gather encrypted communications of citizens.147

The NSA’s program PRISM uses

corporate entities to perform warrantless wiretapping of individuals worldwide. This
siphons more than just meta‐data, it also can include content.148
“Terrorism has always been what we in the intelligence world would call a cover for
action. Terrorism is something that provokes an emotional response that allows people
to rationalize authorizing powers and programs that they wouldn’t give otherwise . . .
the NSA asked for these authorities back in the 1990’s. They asked the FBI to go to
congress to make a case . . . congress and the American people said no. They said it was
not worth the risk to our economy, but what we saw in the post 9‐11 era they [NSA]
used secrecy and they used the justification of terrorism to start these programs in
secret without asking congress, without asking the American people.” 149
‐ Edward Snowden
Speaking via video conference [from Moscow] at TED2014
Vancouver, Canada

In recent years there have been two critical series of revelations, which have shed light
on government actions and general overreach by the authorities. The leaks from
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Chelsea [formerly Bradley] Manning via WikiLeaks in 2010150 and those from Edward
Snowden through the Guardian and the Washington Post in 2013.151 Julian Assange and
Glen Greenwald played crucial roles in publishing the leaked material.
Chelsea Manning was convicted and sentenced to 35 years for leaking over 700,000
government files;152 what are now known as the Iraq War Logs were published by
WikiLeaks on 22 October 2010, detailed accounts of civilian deaths, torture, summary
executions and various war crimes.153 As of the 18th of August 2014, Julian Assange has
been under house arrest in the Embassy of Ecuador in London, UK.154 It has been 2
years since Ecuador granted Assange asylum in August of 2012.155
Edward Snowden has been living in Moscow, for the past year.

Russia granted

Snowden temporary asylum in August of 2013.156 On the 7th of August 2014 Snowden
was granted a 3 year residency permit in Russia.157 Though the title is superfluous,
Snowden is widely regarded as the ‘Man of the year’ for 2013 by several
organizations.158,159,160,161 Glen Greenwald is a practicing journalist that – since the
revelations – co‐founded the Intercept with Laura Poitras, Jeremy Scahill162 in direct
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response to the NSA leaks. Both The Washington Post and The Guardian won a Pulitzer
Prize for public service for their reporting on NSA surveillance.163
It is not clear how these revelations will truly impact how we live or how the
government operates, but we are already witnessing change. We are only at the
beginning of a global conversation that really needed to take place decades ago. The
general population was not aware of how vulnerable they were and as discussed earlier,
educating the public or end‐user is fundamental in ensuring that privacy can realistically
be maintained. The value of our personal information – and data ‐ is now becoming
apparent.
As awareness grows regarding how data is generated, tracked and [mis]used, the
demand for secure devices and methods of communication will also grow. Device
manufacturers are beginning to create secure devices like; the CryptoPhone by GSMK,164
the

Blackphone165

by

Spanish

smartphone

manufacturer

Geeksphone.166

Telecommunications companies like Silent Circle167 provide fully encrypted mobile
coverage plans.

It appears that this is a rapidly growing market as the industry

redesigns their encryption techniques independently, to avoid built‐in back‐doors from
the NSA in standardized forms of encryption.168
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Duckduckgo is “the search engine that doesn’t track you”, a direct response to
Google’s methods of monetized data collection for the purpose of targeted marketing.
The private search engine experienced a sharp increase to 3 million searches per day
shortly after Snowden’s NSA revelations on 10th of June 2013.169 Though this still pales
in comparison to the over 5.9billion average searches per day on Google during 2013.170
The Big Data giants like Google are making policies to ensure consumer protections.
Google is beginning to encrypt user searches to address these growing concerns.171,172
This is going to be problematic for foreign governments that routinely monitor the
online activity of their population. China’s censorship system known as the Great
Firewall for example, would no longer be able to track user searches via Google.173
China is not the only government to censor the internet on a national level; countries
like Saudi Arabia and Vietnam will also have to make the decision to relinquish this
power of surveillance or block access to the search engine entirely.174
The internet is still relatively young; it has and will continue to evolve in ways we are
not yet able to fully understand. As more and more people globally have access to
technologies like the internet and mobile telecommunications, our collective knowledge
and experience will continue to grow as these technologies mature. As our digital
storage capacities grow exponentially, we were introduced to new vocabulary; from
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kilobyte, megabyte to gigabyte, terabyte, and soon petabyte and exabyte. As those
outside of the tech industry familiarize themselves with digital securities, terms like VPN
[virtual private network] and proxy servers will also enter the public vocabulary.

Artificial Intelligence
In 1964 Buckminster Fuller predicted that by 2014 “the word worker will have
disappeared . . . We will have to look it up in the dictionary”.175 Fuller believed that
computers and robots would produce the end of work scenario popular with futurist of
the time;176 an optimistic view in stark contrast with Kurt Vonnegut Junior’s dystopian
novel Player Piano. This extreme level of automation has yet to materialize publicly, as
companies found it more economical to relocate jobs abroad.177 With the progression
of developing countries, will this trend continue?

We have already seen the

manufacturing and warehousing industries invest heavily in automation, but these are
relatively unseen, behind closed doors.
We are beginning to experience a dramatic restructuring of our economies due to the
increasing intelligence ‐ or more accurately, the abilities ‐ of our digital technologies, the
whole of society will eventually be affected. We have seen this before in multiple stages
of our collective human development; notably with the steam engine and the [first]
industrial revolution, later with electricity during what Erik Brynjolfsson and Andrew
McAfee call the second industrial revolution. These general purpose technologies [GPT]
175
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are grouped into the first machine age, where the advancements were mechanical in
nature. What we have recently entered is the second machine age [or the third
industrial revolution].178
“Now comes the second machine age. Computers and other digital advances are doing
for mental power – the ability to use our brains to understand and shape our
environments – what the steam engine and its descendants did for muscle power.”179
‐ Erik Brynjolfsson

During the previous industrial revolutions, there were massive disruptions and crises as
society responded to their new technological capabilities. This digital revolution will
require similar adjustments, as certain jobs become obsolete and demand increases for
skilled employees in emerging fields. As in the past, in the end humanity will be able to
prosper.180 Our new computing technologies and networking capabilities are enabling
new large scale efficiencies, were fewer and fewer people are required to produce,
manufacture and distribute the goods and services for the entire global demand.181
This has become more evident after the most recent economic downturn in 2008. As
the recession ended companies resumed investing heavily in machinery and equipment,
but were reluctant to returning to pre‐2008 rate of investment in hiring personnel.182
Does this mean that we are moving closer to the end of work scenario popularised by
economic and social theorist Jeremy Rifkin’s 1995 book The End of Work?183 Rifkin
expects that technological displacement [not technological unemployment] is “likely to
178
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be the single most pressing social issue of the coming century.”184 Similarly Wassily
Leontief, economist and Nobel Laureate stated in 1983 that “the role of humans as the
most important factor of production is bound to diminish in the same way the role of
horses in agricultural production was first diminished and then eliminated by the
introduction of tractors.”185 The effects are not immediate; rather the changes become
clearer over time. The population of working horses actually peaked at 3.25 million in
England; this was long after the Industrial Revolution. By 1924, that number fell to well
below 2 million186
Radical restructuring of employment was not isolated to that of the horse. In 1800,
90% of Americans worked in agriculture, this dropped to 41% by 1900 and now only 2%
in the year 2000.187 So where did the 88% of employees go? Throughout the 19th and
20th centuries millions of people migrated into the manufacturing and service sectors.188
Manufacturing has been greatly impacted by automation, but now many of the
employment in the service industries are facing similar threat.
Mention Artificial Intelligence [AI] and dystopian visions of Terminator‐esque killer
robots come to mind, much like the depictions of Big Brother discussed earlier, but are
these fears justified? In 1950 Alan Turing first proposed the question “Can machines
think?” in his essay Computing Machinery and Intelligence.189 The essay had to be
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published in a psychology and philosophy journal because the field of Integrated
Technology [IT] did not yet exist. This is a difficult question to answer to this day.
The technological singularity is a term coined by science fiction author Vernor Vinge to
describe theories discussed by critical thinkers like Isaac Asimov and Alan Turing.190,191
In physics, the term singularity often refers to the unpredictable nature of events that
occur beyond a black holes event horizon.192,193 This is the boundary where gravity
becomes so powerful that even light cannot escape, making direct observation
impossible. In the technological singularity, computational technology surpasses that of
the human brain.194,195 It is theorized that technology would achieve an equivalent of
human consciousness, becoming sentient beings. This would facilitate a feedback loop
that would accelerate innovation to speeds and in directions outside of our
understanding.196 Current forms of AI appear intelligent, but – for now ‐ it is only a
resemblance.197
The Turing Test is thought to be a critical milestone in this evolution.198 There have
been intelligent machines that have claimed to pass this test in recent years, but none
that have been unilaterally accepted [yet]. There are several variations of the format,
but the basic concept remains the same. A human would engage in a conversation
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[usually via text] with a human or a computer. By asking several questions over a short
period of time, the administrator attempts to determine if the entity on the other end is
human or machine. Success would require the machine to pass as a human more often
than not, with several independent administrators and an array of tested question. An
equivalent in popular science fiction would be the Voight‐Kampff Test in Ridley Scott’s
1982 film Blade Runner, though this test is given to a humanoid Replicant rather than
through a text‐based computer interface.199
Deep Blue ‐ a $10million supercomputer developed by IBM ‐ made headlines in 1997 by
beating the world’s best chess master Gary Kasparov at his own game.200

The

achievement was incredible at the time. What is lesser known today is that the world’s
greatest chess ‘player’ is no longer a computer, nor is it human. Teams of humans
develop software to compete against other human/computer teams. Kasparov notes
that a “weak human + machine + better process was superior to a strong computer
alone and, more remarkably, superior to a strong human + machine + inferior
process.”201 This produces an interesting result; Erik Brynjolfsson suggests we apply this
strategy in an array of fields. Law, medicine, finance, retail and manufacturing could all
benefit from this way of thinking; competing with the machines and not against
them.202
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Watson is a direct descendant of Deep Blue. IBM developed the supercomputer
notorious for annihilating the two most accomplished human contestants on the game
show Jeopardy!203 In February of 2011 Watson had scored more than 300% higher than
the nearest human opponent, Ken Jennings.204 Jeopardy! requires contestants to use
complex communication skills to understand a variety of questions [in the form of
answers], interpret the meaning – often involving puns and other indirect wordplay –
and formulate the correct answer [in the form of a question].205 Ken Jennings is famous
for winning 74 Jeopardy! games in a row, after his defeat to Watson Ken famously
quoted the following line from The Simpsons.206
“I for one welcome our new computer overlords.” 207
‐

Ken Jennings
[February 2011]

These are impressive feats, but these machines are not able to understand what
exactly they are doing, they are not self‐aware. Unfortunately [or fortunately] the leap
from passing the Turing Test to achieving the singularity is an enormous one. The
discussion is still important as technology evolves, but the event horizon is still several
decades away and poses no immediate danger.
We are no longer talking about the possibility of HAL 9000 levels of sentient technology
[fig007]. An order of magnitude below self‐aware conscious machines, we have a
category of machines that have already become spatially self‐aware. You very likely
203
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‐

Frank Levy and Richard Murnane

The available technology at the time supported this theory. The first DARPA Grand
Challenge was held in 2004. The challenge required an unpiloted fully autonomous
vehicle to successfully navigate a 240km [150‐mile] course through the Mohave Desert.
The best competitor that year traversed less than 1% of the total distance [less than
13km].211 Fast forward 6 years and what was once an impossible task to automate was
now a [primitive] reality. In October 2010 Google announced that it had developed a
fleet of driverless cars. One vehicle had already autonomously driven over 1,600km
[1,000 miles] on public roads, without any driver input,212 though a human legally had to
be in the driver’s seat alert and ready to take over.
The driverless cars use massive quantities of data from GPS, Google Maps to determine
the vehicles approximate location. Video cameras, radar and LIDAR [Light Detection and
Ranging] instruments provided real‐time environmental data. Onboard software could
analyze the sensory inputs to determine the location, trajectory of obstacles and react
to traffic signals.213
Driving has consistently become safer over time as vehicle technology improves.
Safety glass, seatbelts, crumple‐zones and airbags were all dramatic improvements, but
all of these safety features have also added considerable weight to our vehicles. The
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trade off is energy efficiency. A larger, heavier car requires more fuel to drive.214 MIT
economist Christopher Knittel published a paper titled Automobiles on Steroids
analyzing this effect between 1980 and 2006. Knittel determined that the average
weight of an American vehicle increases by 26%, horse power increased by 107%.215
The overall fuel efficiency of vehicles did improve by 26% due to technical innovations,
but Knittel calculates that the net fuel efficiency would have increased by 60% if vehicle
weight and power maintained at the 1980 level.216 Unfortunately, removing the excess
weight would compromise previous safety innovations. As the vast majority of collisions
are caused by human error, this would have negative effect. According to Transport
Canada approximately 60,000 Canadians were killed in collisions over a 20 year
period.217 There were 4,303,931 injuries, of which 347,187 were serious in nature over
the same period.218 A report by the World Health Organization in 2013 estimated that
vehicle collisions cause 1,420,000 fatalities globally every year.219
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The machine precision could lead to increased energy efficiency by allowing cars to
travel closer together at consistent speeds without sacrificing safety. As more of the
global populations enter the middle class, cities will struggle with congestion as the
volume of vehicles out paces developments in infrastructure. Japan is an extreme
example, but between 1966 and 1988 the total number of cars increased by 625%, while
the length of roadway only increased by 12%.223
The more driverless vehicles there are on the road, the greater the benefits. In the
[very] long term, theoretically as the system becomes safer due to the removal of
human error, we could dramatically reduce the weight of these vehicles to further
improve efficiency.
Autonomous UAVs are proving useful for an ever increasing amount of applications. In
the USA manned agricultural aviation [crop dusting] is fighting a losing battle against the
UAVs, but the extinction of the profession is inevitable. UAVs are cheaper, safer, and
more accurate when spraying fields.224 A drone flying a grid pattern with the ability to
hover in place ensures 100% coverage without flying over adjacent crops or property.
Japan has already made the transition, only 5% of the nation’s farmland is sprayed by
manned aircraft, the rest use unmanned helicopters and drones.225,226
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The resulting structure is intriguing, but the method of construction and the network
required to control the UAVs during flight is the most impressive aspect. Raffaello
D’Andrea directs the Flying Machine Arena research team in Switzerland.232 They
developed what they call Collision Avoidance and Freeway Based Flight.233 According to
their website;
“To coordinate flying and avoid collisions, the vehicles use two freeways that encircle
the structure. Usage of the freeways is controlled by a space‐reservation system,
whereby each vehicle reserves the space required for a trajectory before the trajectory
is flown. This space is then unreserved once the trajectory is completed. This system
ensures that while a space is reserved, only the reserving flying vehicle has access – all
other vehicles must wait before flying through this space.
This system is also used to stop collisions with the tower. In this situation, the entire
tower is reserved, thus preventing any vehicle from planning a trajectory through this
space.”234

This method of communication has potential in many of our transportations systems.
Our cars could communicate with other vehicles to anticipate their actions faster than a
human could react.
As these spatially‐aware autonomous technologies proliferate, we will face many
difficult choices; socially, environmentally and economically. We will need to innovate
where our current systems are inadequate, the structure of our economic system will be
challenged to reorganize. We currently are subsidizing corporations that invest in
automation, but the robots are not active participants in the economic system.235 Globe
and Mail Columnist Konrad Yakabuski sums up this form of automation by how “taxes
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pay for robots, but robots don’t pay for taxes”.236 Our economic systems [capitalism]
will have to adjust to this new reality in coming decades. The Industrial Revolution was
accompanied by soot‐filled skies and the deplorable exploitation of child labour.237 The
modern equivalents are not entirely known, but as with any technological innovation
there will be unpleasant consequences that must be overcome.
“Technology is not destiny. We shape our destiny.”238
‐
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attempting to develop variations of the flying car. Though the ambition is admirable,
the reality is that the archetype is obsolete. The prototypes are essentially light aircrafts
that can be driven legally on public roads when their wings are retracted or removed.250
The vehicles are unable to revolutionize transportation because they do not produce a
surplus benefit beyond what current cars and light aircraft can provide. These hybrid
vehicles are large, heavy, energy intensive and extremely expensive. Moller claims their
Skycar [M400] would cost $500,000 USD if in production and Terrafugia estimates their
Transition would be roughly $280,000 USD.251,252 This is where small unmanned Drones
may fill the void.
At present, references to drones are typically in the context of military operations. It is
helpful to compare the stages of the drone’s evolution to that of its predecessor, the
airplane. The Wright brothers are widely regarded to have flown the first sustained
flight in a vehicle heavier than air in 1903.253

The military quickly adapted the

technology during World War 1. At first for reconnaissance and surveillance, a clear
strategic advantage when monitoring the movement of ground troops.254 Towards the
end of the war, pilots began dropping grenades from above. Purpose built bombers
were not developed and widely used until several years later.255
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investment accelerated innovation, making flight safer and more reliable. Due to this,
commercial passenger flight rapidly became available after the end of WWII.256
Drones have experienced similar stages of evolution, from conception to military
surveillance and later weaponization.

Drones were first used in mass during the

Vietnam War, where one thousand AQM‐34 Ryan Firebees flew over 34,000 surveillance
missions.257 In October of 2001 – a month after 9/11 ‐ we saw the first weaponized
drone strike by an armed MQ‐1 Predator, by the US military in Afghanistan.258 Drones
have proven so effective that now the US Air Force trains more drones pilots than
traditional pilots.259,260 We are now on the verge of entering the first stage of evolution
beyond military use, democratization.
Many architects have been infatuated with airplanes and human flight, possibly none
more than Le Corbusier. In Towards and new Architecture [1923] Le Corbusier devotes
considerable mention to aeronautical innovations in the chapter Eyes Which Do Not
See.261 Later in 1935 he publishes Aircraft devoted entirely to the subject of flight. The
following is an excerpt from a letter sent to Le Corbusier from Colonel Vauthier, a
member of Marshal Péltain’s staff attached to the Aerial Defense Service, published in
Aircraft.262
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“The officials still believe that aviation could be introduced into our lives by a nice
juxtaposition, modestly settling down into a small corner, while in fact it is bursting
through everything: our customs, our law, our economy. The soldiers also have tried to
persuade themselves that aviation would politely adapt itself to the old rules, while in
fact it compels the general revision of previously accepted values.”263
Colonel Vauthier
[5th March 1935]

An attempt must be made to anticipate the impact unmanned aerial vehicles will have
when democratized. Their fight capabilities in many regards, already far surpass those
of traditional manned aircraft. Human pilots are concerned that airspace is already too
congested to incorporate these vehicles safely.264 Estimates vary widely, but there may
be 10,000 – 30,000 drones operating commercially in the US alone by 2020.265,266

Flying Cars Domestic Drones
Emerging technologies present enormous hurdles that we must overcome prior to
successful adoption by the general population. This will be an ongoing task as it is with
other democratized military technologies like airplanes, GPS and the internet. Criminal
entities are often quick to adopt new tech to gain a strategic advantages. This was true
with new methods of communication via pagers and cells phones. Now, drones are
used to smuggle weapons and drugs into prisons by discretely dropping them into
courtyards from above.267 Unfortunately, we are not capable of preventing hobbyists
and terrorists from weaponizing drones for nefarious purposes.268 This alone is not
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reason enough to ban the technology outright. Complete restriction would not be
effective because individuals like this would already be working outside of the law.
“Innovation cannot be stopped and that means the drones are coming.”269
‐ Marc Goodman

The general public is not aware that military grade drones currently operate
domestically in North America. Drones are used to monitor the borders between
Mexico, the United States and Canada.270 Robert Mueller – director of the FBI ‐ has
openly admitted to using drones for domestic surveillance over American soil.271
Drones have a negative connotation at present. This is due to their current use in
military drone‐strike operations. In 2012 alone the USA performed hundreds of drone
strikes across 6 countries; Afghanistan, Iraq, Pakistan, Yemen, Somalia and Libya.272
Many in the industry avoid the D‐word, preferring the term UAV or UAS to distance
themselves from the military’s weaponized fleet of drones.273 The public does generally
not trust these forms of autonomously controlled technology [yet].

Skepticism is

understandable when dealing with the unknown. Only time will tell if UAV technologies
will win over public opinion the way countless previous innovations have.
Drones can also fulfill humanitarian purposes. The Bill Gates foundation is investing in
these technologies, planning to deliver medication and vaccines to remote locations in
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the developing world.274 Further development of compelling drone applications will
begin to turn the tide of public opinion, once we are informed about the vast potential
of civilian benefits.275
As the popularity of UAVs increases, so does the risk of incident with existing
commercial air traffic.276

Commercial aviation is highly regulated to provide the

necessary safety and quality controls. A similar framework for small civilian/commercial
UAVs does not yet universally exist. Though rapid innovation is occurring in drone
technologies, they are still far from the safety and reliability standards of manned
aircraft. According to the FAA, law enforcement agencies, universities and registered
drone operators in the US have reported more than 20 serious accidents and well over
200 unsafe incidents since 2009.277

The military grade surveillance drones also

occasionally malfunction. On January 27th, 2014 a $12 million Predator drone operated
by the United States Customs and Border Protection agency did not have enough fuel to
return to its base. The pilots were forced to ditch the drone in international waters
southwest of San Diego.278
The United States does not face this challenge alone. It is estimates that between 55
and 70 other nations are developing remotely piloted drones, including Canada.279,280
Small UAVs are used by police departments for reconnaissance in smaller municipalities
274
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with insufficient budgets for traditional police helicopters.281 DARPA has developed a
single drone called ARGUS‐IS [Autonomous Re al-Time G round Ubi quitous Surveillance
Imaging System] capable of m onitoring a medium sized city. The e quivalent of having 100
Predator drones recording up to 1 mil lion TB of data per day [equal to +5,000 hours of HD
Video, per day].
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10th June 2014, the FAA released a statement that it had approved the first commercial
UAS/UAV operation over land.283

Energy Corporation BP and UAS manufacturer

AeroVironment will fly drones in Alaska to monitor remote oil pipelines.
“These surveys on Alaska’s North Slope are another important step toward broader
commercial use of unmanned aircraft . . . The technology is quickly changing, and the
opportunities are growing.”284
‐ Transportation Secretary Anthony Foxx

Now that we know that a wave of UAVs is on the horizon, we need to debate and
anticipate how this will affect our society. Unlike static CCTV in the UK, drones are
kinetic. Creating a new spatial relationship unlike anything we have seen before.
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DESIGN PROJECT [ i ‐ ii ]

Part i: Drones for Architects
‐
‐

Design and build a drone.
Determine and demonstrate applications specific to architects and architecture.

Part ii: Toward an Aerial Infrastructure
‐
‐

How can drones be put to work domestically?
Propose an infrastructure [nodes] to receive this technology at various scales of
the city.
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Part i :

DRONES FOR ARCHITECTS

Design Requirements
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

Remotely operated Unmanned Aerial System [UAS]
Includes; the vehicle + ground control/data link
Lightweight for ease of transportation and maximum flight time
Compact design to minimize storage requirements
High definition video capability
High resolution photography capability
Vibration dampening for camera mount
Camera live‐view from ground station
Allow for future upgrade [flexible layout]
Easily replaceable components [if damaged]
Low profile design [storage and in‐flight maneuverability]
Self‐stabilization during flight
Incorporate various fail‐safes/redundancies in the design

PFK Drone
The PFK Drone is a custom built one‐of‐a‐kind UAV. Though most of the components
are commercially available, the specific combination had to be designed to achieve the
desired specifications and functionality. Several stock components were modified or
replaced with custom designed pieces. The result is a unified design that incorporates
components that are not originally design to function together.
There were many critical design challenges/decisions that needed to be overcome to
achieve the desired functionality with the UAV.
Fixed wing or Rotary Propeller [prop] design?
Fixed wing UAVs are great when covering expansive areas. This is useful in search and
rescue applications, pipeline or LIDAR surveying large sites. They are fuel efficient
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because they passively generate lift during flight without expending excessive energy,
but they cannot pause [hover] in mid‐flight the way rotary blade UAVs can.
For aerial surveying [both photo and video, photogrammetric scanning] the ability to
hover is incredible valuable. This is especially true when working close to obstacles like
buildings and foliage. This allows UAVs to land and swap batteries easily for extended
flight durations. Here manoeuvrability trumps range and lift efficiency. A rotary prop
design is preferable in this case.
What prop configuration [how many props] is best?
Common configurations include heli [1], tri [3], quad [4], hex [6], octo [8]. UAV
helicopters are unstable without more sophisticated autopilot systems. The pilot
requires a higher skill level to fly safely. There are bicopter [2] and tricopter [3] layouts,
but these are still less stable than a UAV with a minimum of 4 props. With 4 or more
propellers, all of the rotational forces can be cancelled out or exploited by mirroring the
direction of the props in pairs.
Hexcopter and octocopter configurations have more redundancy build into the layout.
This would be favourable for commercial applications. These layouts require more
motors, ESCs, battery power and often a more sophisticated autopilot. Each of these
factors increases the weight, size and expense of the UAV. With 4 props, the fight is
stable and the costs are minimized. The PFK drone is a quadcopter for these reasons.
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The next major step is to select or design the quadcopter frame. In this case a stock
frame was purchased and then significantly modified to improve its performance and
functionality.
After examining several options the HT‐FPV frame [now discontinued] by
Hoverthings.com was used as the base. Many quadcotpers are designed symmetrically
with the camera mounted beneath the frame at the centroid.
The HT‐FPV frame has a unique asymmetrical design. This was a key feature of the
frame. It was designed specifically to mount a GoPro® directly on the frame’s front end.
The front arms are bent backwards slightly, allowing the camera to be mounted away
from the frame’s centroid. This removes the landing gear legs and props from the
cameras Field of View [FOV], a typical issue with other available designs.
Mobility was also a concern with the overall design when not flying. The stock landing
legs raise the main body off of the ground. Without any equipment – like a camera ‐
mounted beneath the frame, the legs could be shortened to lower the UAVs profile,
allowing for compact storage and transport. More sophisticated UAVs can incorporate
retractable landing gears.
To improve the video output some modifications were required. A 2‐axis camera
gimbal was mounted on the front end. This involved designing and fabricating a new top
plate extension and also cutting away the lower plate [see fig015‐fig016]. The gimbal
levels the camera by counteracting the tilt and roll of the UAV during flight. This
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essentially converts the UAV into an aerial steady‐cam. The gimbal is also mounted on
rubber bushings to dampen any vibrations caused by the motors and propellers.
A digital 3D model was constructed to create the following drawings and diagrams [see
fig014‐025]. The model is accurate enough to extract part profiles for the fabrication of
replacement parts. The custom designed frame parts are CNC cut from carbon‐fiber‐
reinforced polymer sheets.
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UAV Components
‐

‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

Batteries [rechargeable];
o Drone:
o FPV Goggles:
o Camera:
Battery Straps
Camera [HD]:
Flight Controller:

Li‐Po 11.1V 3200mAh 25C – 3 Cell
Li‐Po 7.4V 1000mAh – 2 Cell
Li‐Ion Polymer 3.7V 1050mAh 3.885Wh
GoPro® Hero3 Black Edition285
DJI Naza‐M286
 GPs unit
 Main Controller [MC]
 Accelerometer
 Altimeter
 Compass
 Gyroscope
 On‐board Voltage Sensor
 Versatile Unit [VU]
HT‐FPV by HoverThings.com287
Tarot T‐2D Brushless Gimbal288 [see fig023‐025]
DJI 2212/920KV Brushless Motor

Frame [quadcopter]:
Gimbal:
Motors [x4]:
Power Distribution Board [PDB]
Propellers [x4]:
10” x 3.8 DJI Prop Set
Servo Connection Cables
Speed Controllers [ESC x4]:
DJI 30 Amp ESC
Transmitter [Tx]:
Spektrum® DX7s [7‐channel 2.4GHz System]289
 Including Reciever [Rx]
Video Tx:
ImmersionRC A/V Tx [5.8GHz 600mW]290

UAS Components
‐
‐
‐

‐

285

FPV Goggles:
Laptop Computer
Software;
o Video Capture and Streaming:
o Autopilot Programming:
Various Tools [wrenches, screwdrivers...]
o Li‐Po Charging System
o Portable Voltage Sensor
o Protective Carrying Case[s]

(GoPro, Inc. 2014)
(DJI Innovations 2014)
287
(HoverThings, Magento 2011)
288
(Tarot RC 2012)
289
(Spektrum, Horizon Hobby LLC 2005‐2014)
290
(ImmersionRC 2014)
291
(Fatshark RC Vision Systems 2010‐2015)
286

Fatshark Predator V2291

EasyCAP [USB 2.0 Video/Audio]
DJI Assistant Software
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C
Capabilitie
es
SSelect featurres of the DJI Naza‐M auttopilot system
m292;
‐ GPS stabilized fligght [in windss up to 30km/h];
The GPS measurres the drift caused by the wind, and then the aautopilot auttomatically
n GPS mode]].
compensates to maintain possition at altitude [when in
opilot system]
‐ Self lleveling wheen controls arre released [vvia the auto
S
Select
featurres of the Tarrot T‐2D Brusshless Gimbaal293
‐ 2‐Axxis [tilt and ro
oll] Gyro‐stab
bilized camerra
‐ Manual tilt contrrol
‐ Vibraation dampeening rubber mounts

Fail‐safes
SSelect Fail‐saafes of the DJJI Naza‐M au
utopilot systeem294;
‐ Audiible Low‐Volttage Warningg
‐ Auto
o‐landing when batteries reach criticaal level
‐ Posittion‐hold wh
hen contact iss lost with Txx
‐ Retu
urn‐to‐home function when batteries reach criticaal level;
Wheen a home baase is set [i.ee. on the sho
ore if flying over a lake], tthe UAV will fly up to a
speccified height, return to thee home basee [via GPS unit], then initiate Auto‐lan
nd.

A
Applicatio
ons [speciffic to the P
PFK Drone]
C
Current/P
ast Usesiii [as of Sep
ptember 2014];
‐
2
292

Actio
on Sport Doccumentation [kayaking, ro
ock climbing,, skiing/snow
wboarding...]

(DJI Innovaations 2013)
(Tarot RC 2
2012)
2
294
(DJI Innovaations 2013)
2
293
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‐
‐
‐
‐

Aerial Photography [architects, developers, real estate agents]
Aerial Video [for promotional purposes]
High Resolution Mapping [farmland and crops]
Photogrammetric Scanning [proof of concept]

Potential Future Uses;
‐

Various Surveying [bridges, landscapes, roof tops, 3D scanning]

Future Modifications [next steps]
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

Addition of a telemetry data transmission/recording system
Collision avoidance system [though these are not yet available]
Upgrade to a fully autonomous autopilot system
[ArduPilot with GPS, for open‐source Arduino hardware]
Flight planner [GPS waypoints] and ground station integration;
This will fully automate the drone, removing manual inputs during flight.
Upgrade the Tx and Rx antennas for increased range
Vacuum form a frame enclosure [weather‐proofing]
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Drone Applications [specific to architects]
Aerial Surveying
Slate Roof Survey in Ottawa, Ontario [2012]
While working for a heritage conservation firm in 2012, I worked on several building
surveys. These surveys often required a crane, scaffolding [fig026] or repelling from the
roof, to survey areas of the building that are typically hidden from view at grade level.
Roofing materials, chimneys, eaves, flashing, hips, valleys, parapets, ledges, exterior sills
are all problem areas that require maintenance or repairs throughout a buildings
lifespan. A higher vantage point is required to inspect these areas effectively.
The survey pictured in fig026 required bringing in an external consultant from out of
town. This consultant had previous experience with the building and also specialized in
slate roofing. The client had to pay for the crane rental [several thousand dollars per
day] and the consultant’s travel, time, accommodations and expenses. These
disbursements were additional to our fee for completing the survey as part of a building
condition report.
The survey took approximately 6 hours to complete. We took several hundred
photographs and related notes. The adjacent parking lot owned by neighbouring condos
had to be closed for the crane. An encroachment permit from the city was also required
to clear street parking and provide crane access to the site.
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[ Crane:
[a]

Expensivve, dangerou
us, imposingg on site, limited range, risk of d
damage to
propertyy, time consuming.

[ Scaffoldin
[b]
ng: Expensivve, labour intensive, time consuming, aestheticallyy undesirablee.
*
*Repelling
[not
n shown]: D
Dangerous fo
or workers, requires stru
uctural anchors, risk of d
damage to
eeaves trough
hs [from cable and rope] and delicatee roofing maaterials [by
incorrectly w
walking on theem] like slatee or clay tile.

[ Drone/UA
[c]
AV:

FFast, econom
mical, less in
nvasive [on‐ssite], unconsstrained rangge, no on‐
b
board person
nnel.

[ Ground SStation:
[d]

LLive view from the UAVs perspective [on‐site grou
und station].

[ Live‐Streaaming:
[e]

TTransmission
n of the live ffeed to a rem
mote location
n [off‐site]

[ Remote Viewing:
[f]
V

LLive‐stream [video confference] surrveys and inspections to off‐site
sstakeholders or consultan
nts. Real‐tim
me feedback and
a remote instruction
is now possib
ble.

*
*note:
At present,, there is still
A
s consideerable risk involved with
w
this sceenario. Vaarious site
c
conditions
[[obstacles, n
neighbourin
ng propertiees, tight spaaces…] may render this approach
i
ineffective.
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If we were able to use a UAV to complete the survey [fig027], we could have saved the
client the cost of the crane rental, city permits, travel related expenses of the
consultant.
Detailed surveys could be conducted similarly to how current video conferencing is
used today; receiving instructions from an off‐site third party to inspect specific areas of
the building, or a survey could be conducted with the aim of recording HD video that
would represent 100% coverage of the target. This second option would shorten the on‐
site surveys duration, by allowing the detailed analysis to be conducted off site later.
*note:
This type of commercial work would require some form of liability insurance. An SFOC
permit from Transport Canada would also be required.

2D Topographic Mapping in Caledon, Ontario [2013]
The camera can look directly down. The images can then be stitched together to
generate large high‐resolution images. This is useful in the agriculture sector. These
detailed images can illustrate where crops are browning and determine under‐irrigated
areas. Inefficient irrigation systems can be redesigned and rerouted to increase crop
yields and reduce crop waste. Similar application can be useful in Search and Rescue
operations, fighting forest fires and managing wildlife populations.
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T
Thermal
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maging
Similar to the previou
us section [[Aerial Survveying] wheere gaining a higher peerspective
c
can
be advantageouss. Thermal Imaging ffrom gradee is often used to d
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p
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c areas of energy
e
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a
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s
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For examp
ple; if theree are 4 or 5 buildingss all with roofing
r
thatt is scheduled to be
r
replaced
in the next few years. A thermal sscan could provide useeful informaation that
w
would
typiccally not bee available. This could provide a b
basis for prioritising reepairs. If a
r
roof
is less efficient [losing moree heat], it may
m be ben
neficial to sschedule repairs or a
r
replacemen
nt earlier thaan an older roof that iss more energy efficient.
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3D‐Scanning [via photogrammetry]
Photogrammetry is a method of 3D‐scanning.v Several overlapping 2‐Dimensional
photographs are taken of a single subject. These are used to create a digital mesh
surface of the subject in 3‐Dimensions. Specialized software [in this case, Agisoft
Photoscan295] uses trigonometry to calculate relative distances between common
reference points [in multiple photographs] and the camera. This operation is performed
millions of times to generate a high‐resolution point cloud model of the object being
photographed [or scanned].
Laser‐scannign is another form of 3D‐scanning. A laser‐scanner is a very expensive
device [several tens of thousands of dollars]. Laser‐scanning is incredibly accurate
because it is a direct measurement for each point from a stationary source. Due to this,
more time on‐site is required to scan a particular location or building. The resulting
point‐cloud files are enormous and can be difficult to work with without sufficient
processing power. This level of accuracy is not always required. Another downside is
the stationary location, typically mounted on a tripod. Multiple scans are required to
ensure 100% coverage of the subject. If scanned from only above or below, the scanner
cannot detect points beyond its direct line of sight. This means that critical information
is omitted, typically above or below windowsills, ledges and parapets.
By comparison, photogrammetric scanning can be performed with ANY camera. The
files are considerably smaller and less accurate than laser scanning. With the camera

295

(Agisoft LLC 2006‐2014)
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mounted on a UAV, you can [in theory] scan objects of an infinite scale. This is how
NASA and Google scan planetary objects via orbiting satellites.
A fantastic example is of this is demonstrated by Jean‐Christophe Zufferey [CEO] and his
team at SensFly, an École Polytechnique Fédérale De Lausanne spin‐off company now
owned by French drone company Parrot.296 SensFly 3D‐scanned the Matterhorn in
Switzerland. 3 drones flying a total combination of only 6 hours, took approximately
3,000 images to create a digital scan of the mountain.297
A notable drawback is the registration and scaling of photogrammetric scans. The data
generated is scaled relative only to its self. External base points are then required to
scale and orient the 3D point‐cloud file correctly.
It would be ideal to use a combination of these two 3D‐scanning methods because
each accels where the other fall short. With photogrammetry the equipment and the
stationary vantage point do not limit you. Meaning that the areas missed by a laser‐
scanner can be filled in. A laser‐scanned point cloud [even at low resolution] can be
used to scale and orient a photogrammetric point cloud.

3D Topographic Scanning in Caledon, Ontario [2013]
Using the orthographic photos in Fig029 the software can calculate a ‘Z’ coordinate
[altitude] for each point. This process is repeated millions of times. The result is a point‐
cloud that can be modified and used in various ways. The scan can produce accurate
and detailed surveys or used digitally during the design process.
296
297

(Barraud 2013)
(Ibid)
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A
Augmente
ed Reality
The follow
wing applicaation is currrently not a reality, but is tech
hnically feassible with
a
available
technology. TThe followin
ng illustratio
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a
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with
hin the field
d of architeccture.
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[D]
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Live Telemetry D
Data from UA
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Altitude, Cam
mera Data [ FO
OV+Roll+Tilt ]
Live Drone Persp
pective [FPV]
Video Output
Virtu
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Refreeshes the Livve Telemetryy Data [A] as Location of V
Virtual Camera
Clone Camera Peerspective
Virtu
ual Perspectivve in Geograaphically Locaated Virtual SSpace
Video Export
und [not literrally a green screen]
Digittal Output wiith Transpareent Backgrou
Resu
ulting Augmeented Reality
Finall Composite Image or Vid
deo in Real Tiime
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Architects often insert digital renderings into photographic representations of our
sites. Typically, we match/estimate the perspectives in programs like Adobe Photoshop.
What if we could accurately measure and clone the perspective from a specific point in
both reality and virtual 3‐dimensional space? This would remove the guesswork and
inaccuracy of artificially matching perspectives afterward.
Current methods of visiting sites remotely by available aerial or satellite imagery are
useful. Unfortunately, we are missing the critical location data and specs of the camera
that are necessary to provide this accuracy. The flexibility of controlling the cameras
vantage point is also not available.
By using a drone, we can technically measure the exact 3‐dimensional location of the
drone’s camera [via GPS, telemetry and altitude data]. The cameras specifications and
settings [focal length, compass direction, camera attitude and angle] are all known or
measurable information.

When this information is available at the time of

capture/render, we can clone this camera in our virtual space. Overlaying the resulting
images produces a composite image that is a measured and accurate representation of
the future construction.
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Part ii :

TOWARD AN AERIAL INFRASTRUCTURE

The social landscape is far from seamless and free of conflict when new technologies
are introduced and implemented.298 Technology is not a panacea for all of the world’s
problems, but can provide the necessary tools to begin tackling these issues. Globally,
our technology allows us to strive for new efficiencies. There are many truths in the
globalized world; our population will continue to rise,299 we will continue to urbanize300
and will continue to automate.
“Architecture is the manifestation of the spirit of an age, seizing upon its technical
conquests. It imparts to what is to become the face of the land, that aspect of youth and
honesty which revives the spirit, stimulates creative activity, and constitutes the new links of
the unbroken chain of tradition, that chain whose every link was at one time an act of
creative optimism, a forward step, a constructive effort.”301
‐ Le Corbusier

Entire economies are structured on the movement of three things; people, information
and physical goods [raw, processed or manufactured].

With the internet, we

revolutionized how we transfer, move and share information.

Our existing

infrastructures successfully move people around, though there is room for
improvement. Until now the movement of things, stuff, matter is largely reliant on the
movement of people that control the transfer of goods.

We now possess the

technological capacity to automate many of these processes, creating new efficiencies.

298

(Katja Franko Aas 2009, 8)
(Ricky Burdett 2011, 36‐37)
300
(Ibid, 9)
301
(Corbusier, Aircraft 1967, 27)
299
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v
verticality
o
of our build
dings has beeen around for over 100 years. Futurists off the time
3
302

(Koolhaas, Delirious New
w York: A Retro
oactive Maniffesto for Manh
hattan 1994, 8
83)
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w
were
optim
mistic that aiirplanes and
d dirigibles would makke this a reaality. In hind
dsight the
p
proposals
aare inherenttly flawed d
due to the limitations o
of manned aircraft. W
With UAVs,
a we ablee to reinterp
are
pret this origginal ambition and desiire?

The Cossmopolis o f the Futurre 303 [040]

Drones aree not thougght of as a tool for miinimizing en
nergy consu
umption. A complex
n
network
of fully autonomous UAV
Vs could be designed into our exissting urban and rural
l
landscape
w
without desstructive interventionss. The vehicles are sm
mall, lightw
weight and
c
completely
adaptable. The average weight of an Ameerican car iin 2004 was 1,800kg

3
303

(Koolhaas, Delirious New
w York: A Retro
oactive Maniffesto for Manh
hattan 1994, 8
84)
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[4,000 lbs].304 Driving such a vehicle several kilometers to purchase and transport small
loads [under 5kg] is obscenely inefficient, but this is common today. A payload to
weight ratio of 1:360. The vast majority of engergy comsumed by civilian transportation
is wasted moving the people and vehicles themselves. Not the desired goods we need
to relocate.
Amazon and Matternet are separate entities that approach these issues in dramatically
different contexts and with varying ambitions. First, Matternet wants to impliment this
form of transportation over rural areas in developing regions of the globe. Second,
Amazon is proposing a similar system for comercial distribution in urban centers.

Case Study 1: Matternet305
Andreas Raptopoulos is the founder of Matternet. Their goal is to create UAVs that
perform as a leapfrog technology in developing nations where season road access is
limited or unpredictable.306 Mobile communications are a recent example of a leapfrog
technology.307

Previously isolated regions of the globe were unable to install

telecommunication cables [landlines].

Now cellular networks connect these

communities, allowing entire countries to skip over a generation of communication
infrastructure development. Matternet hopes that their UAVs will have similar effect on
transportation.308

304

(Hakim 2004)
(Matternet Inc. 2014)
306
(Raptopoulos 2013)
307
(Ricky Burdett 2011, 61)
308
(Raptopoulos 2013)
305
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According to Raptopoulos, 1 billion people worldwide live in regions that become
isolated seasonally due to flooding; primarily in Africa, India and inland China.309 When
roads wash out, this makes getting critical supplies and medication impossible.
Matternet is proposing installing a network of drones in rural Lesotho to transport
HIV/AIDS tests from remote clinics to centralized laboratories for analysis. The drones
would fly autonomously along a specified route, docking at stations along the way to
exchange batteries. This extends the overall range when carrying specialized cargo.310
Matternet calculated the cost to install a network of 50 nodes [charging stations], 150
UAVs that would connect 47 clinics to 6 labs in the district of Maseru. The network
would cover nearly 140km2 for less than $1 million USD, the equivalent cost of a single
lane highway 2km long.311,312 The final cost to transport 2kg a distance of 10km is only
$0.24USD. This includes the cost of the vehicle [$0.03], batteries [$0.09], ground
stations [$0.10] and energy consumed [$0.02].313
Raptopoulos also speaks of integrating this type of network into large cities, but
acknowledges the advantages to testing out this system in a remote rural location first.
Risks of personal injury and damage to private property are reduced. As the system
matures, the nodes can expand into new communities, growing the network
organically.314

309

(Raptopoulos 2013)
(Ibid)
311
(Ibid)
312
(Macguire 2013)
313
(Macguire 2013)
314
(Raptopoulos 2013)
310
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C
Case
Study 2: Amazon Prime Air315
Amazon C
CEO Jeff Bezos revealeed a research and devvelopment program th
hat would
d
deliver
conssumer prod
ducts via dro
ones, from their distrib
bution centers in majo
or cities.316
T news went
The
w
viral immediatelly, sparkingg fear in so
ome and exxcitement in others.
M
Many
vieweed the radiccal idea as m
merely a pu
ublicity stun
nt.317 The FAA is currently is not
o
open
to thee idea of dellivering packages via drrones and Bezos
B
admitss that the teechnology
n
needs
somee refinemen
nt before it can be realiized. Amazon has playyed an impo
ortant role
i revolutio
in
onizing retaail with on
nline shopp
ping, warehouse/shipping automaation and
m
more
recen
ntly in cloud
d‐computingg.318 Amazon has the resources aavailable to
o invest in
r
research
an
nd developm
ment, they have
h
a lot to
o gain if theey can makee this a reality.

Amazo
on Prime A ir 319 [041]

Details aree scarce, bu
ut we do kn
now that A
Amazon is actively seekking FAA ap
pproval to
b
begin
testin
ng their UAV
V delivery syystem outdo
oors near Seeattle.320

3
315

(Amazon.co
om, Inc. 1996‐‐2014)
(Seetharam
man 2014)
3
317
(Wohlsen, Even if the Feds Let Them FFly, Amazon’s Delivery Dron
nes Are Still No
onsense 2013))
3
318
(Wohlsen, Ground War: Tech Titans Taake their Fightt to the Streetts 2014, 26)
3
319
(Amazon.co
om, Inc. 1996‐‐2014)
3
320
(Seetharam
man 2014)
3
316
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Toward an Aerial Infrastructure [continued]: The Last Mile
These two examples demonstrate the wide variety of contexts – both rural and urban –
where UAVs have potential applications.
We know that the UAV’s are rapidly evolving. A significant obstacle for Amazon is the
interface where the UAV interacts with our built environment.

In their initial

promotional video release, the drone lands on the front lawn, drops a parcel and flies
off.

This scenerio would be dangerous to pedestrians and pets, the parcels are

vulnerable to theft and damage when left unattended. This step appears to have been
overlooked in each of our case studies. The vehicles and the network are developed,
but the end nodes are less defined. This is where the architecture of the city or
community can engage with this new form of transportation.
Traditional postal delivery services have had to radically restructure due to the
expanson of the internet.

Email has effectively killed off letter‐mail, while

simultaneously online shopping and therefore parcel delivery is now a rapidly growing
market. Canada Post reported that mail volumes fell by 5.3% in 2013 continuing a
decline that began in 2007,321 conversely they delivered 5 million more parcels than the
previous year [2012].322
This direct‐to‐consumer delivery business model has struggled to overcome what is
know as the last mile problem. It is when you can no longer aggregate packages being
distributed.

321
322

This is not an issue for mineral extraction, manufacturing and early

(Canada Post Corporation 2014)
(Ibid)
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distribution because material is shipped in bulk on trains or trucks. In Canada, this
method of distribution ends at a retail or post office location.
Courier services still aggregate packages on deliveries beyond this point, this is were
systemic inefficiencies become apparent. The last parcel delivered on a given route will
have traveled a greater total distance than the direct distance from the post office to
the recipient. Packages often do not fit in the mailboxes of homes or apartment
buildings, these parcels are brought back to the post office to be picked up by the
recipient at a later time.
Canada Post is experimenting with how to restructure their operation. They have
announced that they will begin to phase out urban home delivery services.323 This is an
effort to reverse the $269 million operating loss posted in their 2013 annual report.324
Currently Canada Post delivers directly to the doors of approximately 5 million address
nation wide.325 They deliver to an additional 10.1 million addresses in the form of
community or apartment mailboxes.326
Unfortunately, the shift away from home delivery back to community mailboxes will
disproportionally impact the disabled and the elderly. This is exacerbated by the
preexisting deficiencies inherant in an obselete mailbox system. Parcels will not fit into
community postal boxes and residents will have to retrieve them from the post office
after an attempted delivery.
323

(CBC News 2013)
(Canada Post Corporation 2014)
325
(CBC News 2013)
326
(Ibid)
324
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There are several potential efficiencies created by an Aerial Infrastructure that
incorporates UAV’s. The direct to end‐user distribution eliminates the excess distance
parcels travel currently. The complex network of drones will operate autonomously,
reducing the need for traditional ground‐based delivery trucks. This system reduces the
need for personal vehicles on the road to send and retrieve small payloads. Saving
everyone time, reducing overall energy expenature and vehicular traffic on roadways.
It is impoortant to note that this requires radically rezoning our public airspace and
these technologies need to continue to mature moving forward.
How would we begin to organize such a network? What would this virtual aerial
network look like? Fig042 is an attempt to illustrate the possible principles that would
be needed. Fig042 is an aerial view over downtown Ottawa, but a flexible system could
be applied to any urban area. The system demands distinct distribution hubs, these are
located at existing post offices though out the city. This allows us to use the existing
ground networks for bulk distribution. From each node a payload could be delivered to
any residence within a specific radius, determined by the UAV’s flight capability. The
UAV’s would travel at various altitudes depending on their compass orientation.
Individual UAV’s would be virtually aware of nearby aerial vehicles to avoid collisions.
These vehicle would fly at lower altitudes to avoid dangerous interactions with larger
passenger aircraft. There would be a need to create No‐Fly‐Zones or Drone‐Free‐Zones.
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[[042] Aeriial Infrastru
ucture: 3D City Map
U Virtual TTransportatio
UAV
on Network

P
PFK

Once rezoning is com
mplete, our existing
e
buildings will rrequire a sttrategy to accept and
i
interact
witth this new
w aerial distribution network. Fig043 illustrate a new m
method to
r
receive
and
d store parccels for picck‐up by the intended recipient. This node would be
s
scalable
dep
pending on the locations demand and populaation density. The system would
b
borrow
and
d improve existing tecchnologies; ATMs and
d vending m
machines. Individual
p
pods
are laarger than traditional mailboxes, but woulld not be aassigned to
o a single
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a
address.
Instead, each
h parcel is assigned to a retrieval code
c
that is sent to thee intended
r
recipient.
TThis reducess the overalll number of pods need
ded. This syystem would
d typically
b roof mounted in deense urban aareas, limitiing possiblee obstacles tthat would endanger
be
t UAV during flight.
the

Aerrial Infrastrructure: Exiisting Build
ding [043]

PFK

A similar strategy is applied to leess densely populated communitiees, at a smaaller scale.
F
Fig044
is an
n example o
of what wou
uld will replaace a typicaal suburban communityy mailbox.
A first, it w
At
would not bee necessary to have UA
AV receptacle nodes at individual addresses.
a
T minimaal footprint would redu
The
uce the spattial impact on ground level. The sstructures
c
canopy
wou
uld contain the recepttacle pods aand providee a docking station on top. The
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s
structures
eenclosure iss comprised
d of photovoltaic solaar cells, pro
oducing electricity to
o
operate
thee internal m
moving comp
ponents. Th
he faceted m
mass is designed to inccrease the
s
surface
areaa where thee solar cellss are exposed to the sun. The sp
piralling form
m ensures
m
maximum
eexposed surfface area att all times th
hroughout tthe day and
d year.

[
[044]
Aeriaal Infrastruccture: Com munity Parrcel Box [R ural+Suburrban]

P
PFK

In semi‐d ense low‐r ise neighb ourhoods w
were open public spaace is limit ed, other
a
approaches
s can be u ndertaken.. These no
odes are s caled to m
meet the deemand at
a given l ocation. In
any
n low‐rise areas
a
wherre roof mou
unted nodees would no
ot service
a sufficien t user bas e.

Fig045 is an exa mple of w hat a nodee located above an
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u
urban
inte rsection co
ould appeaar.

The veertical spa ce is free from obsttructions.

W
While
ther e is no avaailable pub lic space to
o locate an
n urban nod
de, the int ersection
p
provides
a unique add
dress/locattion withou
ut required the additi on or subd ivision of
e
existing
lotts or addre sses. Each
h of these ssystems cou
oth act as
uld be desiigned to bo
b
bidirection
al nodes, where o ccupants could bot h send a nd receiveed items
t
transported
d via UAV.

[
[045]
Aeriaal Infrastruccture: Com munity Parrcel Box [U rban]

P
PFK
Eventuallyy it will be p
possible for hundreds, if not thoussands of dro
ones to be operating
i our urban
in
n centers. Efficiently transportingg goods arou
und our citiies to wheree they are
n
needed.
Th
his form of automation
n will no doubt have an
n impact on
n certain prrofessions.
T develop
The
pment of an
n entirely neew transporrtation netw
work and typology also
o demands
t creation of new jo
the
obs, marketts and econ
nomies. Th
he investigaation into aalternative
t
transportat
ion and tecchnologies w
will becomee to increassingly impo
ortant to ad
ddress the
d
demands
off the growin
ng metropolises globally.
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EPILOGUE
We rarely can predict how rapidly emerging technologies will evolve and which ones
will radically alter our lives. The evolution of UAV technology is not exempt from such
unpredictability. The UAV industry is aggressively pushing the boundaries of what is
possible in the public realm. A select few Architects have begun experimenting with
autonomous construction and assembly using drones. This text has demonstrated how
UAV’s have already proven useful to Architects for primitive applications; and outlined
future uses that are on the horizon. Possible built strategies to interact with emerging
UAV technologies are proposed for various urban conditions.
There is another critical perspective that is important to highlight. This particular
technology has evolved out military surveillance applications. The nature of a fully
autonomous vehicle requires that it sense and record its surroundings. Surveillance and
architecture have long been intertwined, but the capabilities of these aircraft, far
surpass those of traditional static CCTV camera systems.

This form of emerging

technology could enable incredible efficiencies, but they will also continue to raise
concerns regarding the monitoring of public space. This is where our collective spatial
consciousness may have to evolve. UAV’s embody the amplification of both public and
private spaces. The public realm is continuously regulated, controlled, monitored.
When in public you are vulnerable to various forms of subtle surveillance. The desire for
private space is amplified as a result. Jorge Rueda’s photography Lolafile [Fig046]
emphasizes this disparity between the public and private realms.
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[
[046]
Lolaf ile, 1973 3277

J
Jorge
Ruedaa

Rueda cleaarly depictss the desiree for an inttimate private dwellin
ng, isolated from the
o
outside
world and thee militarization of the public streeetscape. Th
his process has been
o
ongoing
an
nd largely enabled b
by innovative technologies from
m invention
n of film
p
photograph
hy to satellitte imagery aand now dro
ones.
Perhaps th
his is an ovver simplification, butt what in o
our built en
nvironment is it that
A
Architects
aare primarilyy responsible for? Is itt the built fo
orm architeccture takes on or is it
t negativee space left in between
the
n [Fig047]?

3
327

(Erueda 2011)
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[
[047]
Spacee vs Form

P
PFK

Obviously both are im
mportant aspects of w
what Architects shape and contro
ol. In the
p
past,
emergging material technolo
ogies altered
d what form
ms and spaces we cou
uld create,
b these are not as directly challlenged by aan aerial infrastructure comprised of UAV’s.
but
I is the threeshold betw
It
ween these realms
r
that is challengeed and in neeed of refinement.

[
[048]
Publi c vs Privatee

P
PFK
The way th
he façade filters the relationship b
between bo
oth the public and privaate realms
i critical. A
is
As the attitudes of theese realms aare amplifieed, our strategy to mittigate that
r
relationship
p needs to eevolve. Thee transition from iron tto steel allow
wed us to internalize
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t structure and com
the
mpletely freee up our faaçades [Fig0
049]. This is emphasizzed in the
w
works
of Lee Corbusierr [Dom‐ino, fig049], Mies van derr Rohe [Farrnsworth Ho
ouse] and
P
Philip
John
nson’s [Glaass House]..

These modern sttructures p
proved diffficult and

u
uncomforta
able to inhabit, becausee the occupaants were ccompletely eexposed.

[
[049]
Maiso
on Dom‐Ino
o, 1915 328

L Corbusieer
Le

There is a difficult balance that has
h to be fo
ound. Can we maintaiin opennesss, without
l
leaving
ourselves expo
osed and vu
ulnerable; sheltered an
nd protected, but not confined?
T
This
balance is different in deterrmined by p
place and time. It is common
c
to
o design a
f
façade
to co
ontrol and ffilter the am
mount of so
olar exposure. UAV’s p
present an aadditional
c
challenge
iff were are to
o mitigate their ability tto visually b
breach that threshold.

3
328

(Frampton 2007, 153)
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[[050] Instittut Du Mon
nde Arabe, 1987 329
A
Architect:
Jeaan Nouvel
P
Paris,
Francee

Architects will have to create entirely
e
new
w methods of enclosu
ure that will address
t
these
conceerns. The co
ontemporary curtain wall
w or traditional window as we experience
e
t
them
now w
will becomee as obsoletee as the loaad‐bearing m
masonry arcch. Kinetic aapertures,
l
louvers,
screening meechanisms and smartt materials would become commonplace
a
allowing
thee architect o
or the occup
pant to thro
ottle that seeparation.

3
329

(Institut Du
u Monde Arab
be n.d.)
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APPENDIX A: PRESENTATION PANELS [ i ‐ ii ]

Part i: Drones for Architects
Part ii: Towards an Aerial Infrastructure
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ENDNOTES
i

This version of the quote is from the television documentary The Decision to Drop the Bomb broadcast
by NBC in 1965. There are many interpretations of the original source material, but this is Oppenheimer’s
own translation from Sanskrit (Hijiya 2000, 125).

ii

PFK worked for an Architectural office in Ottawa that specialized in Heritage Conservation from
September 2011 – August 2012. He was the primary technician responsible for the construction
documents of the infill walls and associated ironwork, landscaping.

iii

Aerial footage from the PFK Drone can be viewed at https://vimeo.com/user1951365 [or by searching
“PFK Aerial” on vimeo].

iv

PFK worked for an Architectural office in Ottawa that specialized in Heritage Conservation from
September 2011 – August 2012. He worked on several prominent heritage buildings in the Capital Region.

v

PFK has experimented with photogrammetry on several occasions, through research with the CIMS Lab
at Carleton University and for personal use.

